RBX
Who We Are ?

Disclaimer
•

A meticulous research on blockchain,
digital currency and its subsidiaries is
strongly advised before venturing out
into the dynamic avenue of crypto
currency. The purpose of this document
is simply to convey information on RBX
and to enlighten the readers about our
token and its purpose in an overview
format.
The White Paper is not intended to be
confused with any form of
solicitation/prospectus and does not
encourage uneducated investment of any
form and the ramifications that follow.
The company is not obliged to change or
alter the content of the document in a bid
to keep up with future market trends
from the time of composition

Rubicon is a DeFi or Decentralized Finance
Crypto coin backed by Rubicon Exchange, a
strong community of members aiming to bring
more transparency and yield farming in Crypto
transactions. This solidity online remix crypto
coin has a fantastic maximum supply of 100
Million on Binance Smart Chain. The 2% fee of
every transaction made on Rubicon Exchange is
added to liquidity of our coin to maintain the
stability in the market. As our network is
completely decentralized, it significantly belongs
to the community, and it will be the community
who decides its own future

CONTACT US :
EMAIL : support@rubicon-rbx.com
WEBSITE : https://www.rubicon-rbx.com/

ABOUT US
Rubicon Exchange, a multi-utility
application for your crypto
essentials introduces RBX, a BEP20 token on the Binance Smart
Chain and ERC-20 token based on
Ethereum smart chain that is set
and ready to be your partner in
surfing your way into the crypto
universe. RBX is forecasted to have
a maximum volume of 100 Million
from which 45 Million would be in
circulation across the prominent
blockchain networks. 10 Million
Token out of those would be
gradually reacquired and burned
to facilitate sustainability.

WHY CRYPTO?
The mad race for more comfort and
structure saw mankind transition
from the barter system to coins,
then to currency notes which
eventually led to the rise of banking
systems. The advent of internet
meant that we could run our
financial errands from the palm of
our hands.
To make things better and to tackle
the somewhat lackluster nature of
centralized banking systems, crypto
currency paved way for a new form
of currency that would see the
ordinary man being in absolute
control of their money.

An investment in knowledge
pays the best interest!

TOKENOMICS
--> 2% Network fee of every transaction
made on Rubicon Exchange is
added to the RBX liquidity, for its
maintenance
--> The staking list is to be introduced
very soon.
• --> 10 Million Coins Will Be Burned

UTILITIES
RBX
RBX is a de-centralized token launched
by Rubicon Exchange which is designed
to facilitate the user to exchange their
BEP-20 tokens keeping full control and
authority over them. Rubicon Exchange
is a de-centralized exchange platform
where the users are continually
rewarded for transactions they make on
it. Our re-purchase mechanism will
steadily increase the value of the tokens
with the supply being monitored and
purchased back. This creates an
ecosystem for rise in value and supply in
control thereby propelling RBX to
heights unprecedented.

GAMING AND NFTs
DE-FI GRANTS
Rubicon Exchange strives to grant
De-Centralized Finance by the virtue
of RBX Tokens. Charities on the
blockchain network have thus far
proven to be far more reliable
compared to the conventional way of
doing it as it promotes accountability
and transparency. The elimination of
intermediaries and middle-men
ensures that the donations that come
from the transaction fees are directly
channeled towards people around
the globe. The recipient on the other
hand would neither have to go
through the hassle of dealing with
conciliators nor pay extortionate
amounts of taxes and processing fees
in availing the donation. Businesses
aspiring for grants would need to fill
an application as well as fulfill
certain criteria, success at which
would enable them to receive De-Fi
grants for starting up or renovating
their existing business model.

RBX, in addition to the exchange platform
and the de-fi token, is also working on a
token based game where users would get
an in-depth experience of existing in the
digital universe where RBX would serve
as a common median for exchange. This
makes for a unique amalgam of earning
and being entertained while doing
something visibly productive.
The first batch of our NFTs, or non-fungible
collectibles of digital art that have been
envisioned to take the worlds of gaming,
art and entertainment by storm are
also nearing completion after which they
would be up for trading in the blockchain
network with RBX Tokens.
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Rubicon Exchange was established

Launching of website and publishing of the White Paper
along with initial listings on Pancakeswap
Launching of multi-token Rubicon Exchange with in-built wallet

Additional listings Coingecko and Coinmarketcap with established
partnerships and smart contract audits

Media & Marketing Campaigns and final stage development of the Game and NFTs.

Listing in Tier 1 Exchanges and launching of RBX Gaming and NFTs
with announcement of further developmental projects.

